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Short-term America
In the United States, some populations suffer from far greater disparities in health than others. Those disparities are caused
not only by fundamental differences in health status across segments of the population, but also because of inequities in
factors that impact health status, so-called determinants of health. Only part of an individual's health status depends on his
or her behavior and choice; community-wide problems like poverty, unemployment, poor education, inadequate housing,
poor public transportation, interpersonal violence, and decaying neighborhoods also contribute to health inequities, as well
as the historic and ongoing interplay of structures, policies, and norms that shape lives. When these factors are not optimal
in a community, it does not mean they are intractable: such inequities can be mitigated by social policies that can shape
health in powerful ways. Communities in Action: Pathways to Health Equity seeks to delineate the causes of and the
solutions to health inequities in the United States. This report focuses on what communities can do to promote health
equity, what actions are needed by the many and varied stakeholders that are part of communities or support them, as well
as the root causes and structural barriers that need to be overcome.
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Paul Revere's Ride
This document is part of a series of units in United States history. It is designed for teachers to use in teaching colonial
history and the American Revolution in greater depth than that provided in many textbooks. The unit contains 16 chapters,
the first of which explains the unit's focus on four kinds of questions of interest to historians. These questions are: (1)
contextual questions, (2) factual questions, (3) moral or value questions, and (4) questions of explanation. Chapters 2-4
look primarily at contextual questions, introducing students to the social, political, economic, and ideological settings of the
Revolution. The central section of the unit, chapters 5-15, is concerned with both factual and moral or value questions.
Students not only learn about the events that led up to the Revolution, they also compare conflicting accounts of these
events. They learn a three-criterion test for determining whether specific acts of protest are justified and apply this test to a
number of examples of colonial protest. A central activity in this portion of the unit is reenactment of the trial of the British
soldiers involved in the Boston Massacre. Following this experience, students examine the similarities and differences
between the Boston Massacre and the confrontation between Vietnam war protesters and a contingent of the National
Guard at Kent State University 200 years later. Other major activities in this portion of the unit include analyzing the
Declaration of Independence and debating whether the Revolution was justified. The final chapter invites students to act as
historians, choosing among three schools of historical interpretation and writing essays detailing how the interpretation
explains the Revolution's causes. (DK)

Fact or Fiction? Researching the Causes of the American Civil War
A bold transatlantic history of American independence revealing that 1776 was about far more than taxation without
representation Revolution Against Empire sets the story of American independence within a long and fierce clash over the
political and economic future of the British Empire. Justin du Rivage traces this decades-long debate, which pitted neighbors
and countrymen against one another, from the War of Austrian Succession to the end of the American Revolution. As people
from Boston to Bengal grappled with the growing burdens of imperial rivalry and fantastically expensive warfare, some
argued that austerity and new colonial revenue were urgently needed to rescue Britain from unsustainable taxes and debts.
Others insisted that Britain ought to treat its colonies as relative equals and promote their prosperity. Drawing from archival
research in the United States, Britain, and France, this book shows how disputes over taxation, public debt, and inequality
sparked the American Revolution—and reshaped the British Empire.

Life on the Homefront During the American Revolution
What were the causes of the American Civil War? Although the answer to this question may at first seem easy to identify, in
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truth the issues that led to the Civil War were complex and multifaceted. Readers will analyze popular beliefs surrounding
the causes of the Civil War. They'll be required to think critically and to identify which proposed causes can be reinforced by
reliable information as fact, and which are fictitious.

Annals of the American Revolution
Saving America's Beaches
Analyzes the causes and effects of short-term thinking in American business and suggests ways corporate America can
regain its competitive edge in the world economy

Gaining Voice
Analysts and pundits increasingly perceive a widening gulf between "red states" and "blue states." Yet the research to
support that perception is scattered and sometimes difficult to parse. America's polarized politics, it is said, poses
fundamental dangers for democratic and accountable government. Heightened partisanship is thought to degrade
deliberation in Congress and threaten the integrity of other institutions, from the courts to the media. But, how deep do the
country's political divisions actually run? Are they truly wreaking havoc upon the social fabric? Has America become a
house divided? This important new book, Red and Blue Nation?, gets to the bottom of this perplexing issue. The first of two
volumes cosponsored by Brookings and the Hoover Institution carefully considers the extent to which polarized views
among political leaders and activists are reflected in the population at large. It pays particular attention to factors such as
the increased influence of religion and the changing nature of the media. The authors show that while the severity of the
country's "culture wars" is often overstated, significant fissures have opened. In Red and Blue Nation? leading journalists
and scholars combine their different insights to enrich our understanding of the issue, offering thoughtful analyses of the
underlying problems. This comprehensive and accessible discussion of the polarization debate will be an essential resource
for policymakers, scholars, and anyone interested in the health of American public discourse. Contributors include Alan I.
Abramowitz (Emory University), David W. Brady (Hoover Institution), Peter Beinart (The New Republic), Sarah A. Binder
(Brookings Institution), James Campbell (State University of New York at Buffalo), Carl Cannon (National Journal), E.J.
Dionne, Jr. (Brookings Institution), Gregg Easterbrook (Brookings Institution), Thomas B. Edsall (Washington Post), Morris P.
Fiorina (Hoover Institution), William A. Galston (Brookings Institution), Hahrie C. Han (Wellesley College), Gary C. Jacobson
(University of California, San Diego), Andrew Kohut (Pew Research Center for The People & The Press), Matthew Levendusky
(Stanford University), Thomas E. Mann (Brookings Institution), Diana C. Mutz (University of Pennsylvania), Pietro S. Nivola
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(Brookings Institution), Tom Rosenstiel (Project for Excellence in Journalism), and Alan Wolfe (Boston College).

A View of the Causes and Consequences of the American Revolution
Describes what life was like for colonists during the American Revolution, discussing the differences between patriots and
Loyalists, how soldiers were managed, and the role of women during the conflict.

Unprofitable Schooling
Political and civil discourse in the United States is characterized by “Truth Decay,” defined as increasing disagreement
about facts, a blurring of the line between opinion and fact, an increase in the relative volume of opinion compared with
fact, and lowered trust in formerly respected sources of factual information. This report explores the causes and wideranging consequences of Truth Decay and proposes strategies for further action.

The Common Cause
Discusses the events of the American Revolution, from the hated Stamp Act and the Boston Tea Party to the British
surrender at Yorktown and the writing of the Constitution. Activities include making a tricorn hat and discovering local
history.

Causes of the Revolution
"Describes causes and events leading up to the Revolutionary War"--Provided by publisher.

The Causes of the War of 1812
Revolution Against Empire
The Seneca Falls Convention is typically seen as the beginning of the first women's rights movement in the United States.
Revolutionary Backlash argues otherwise. According to Rosemarie Zagarri, the debate over women's rights began not in the
decades prior to 1848 but during the American Revolution itself. Integrating the approaches of women's historians and
political historians, this book explores changes in women's status that occurred from the time of the American Revolution
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until the election of Andrew Jackson. Although the period after the Revolution produced no collective movement for
women's rights, women built on precedents established during the Revolution and gained an informal foothold in party
politics and male electoral activities. Federalists and Jeffersonians vied for women's allegiance and sought their support in
times of national crisis. Women, in turn, attended rallies, organized political activities, and voiced their opinions on the
issues of the day. After the publication of Mary Wollstonecraft's A Vindication of the Rights of Woman, a widespread debate
about the nature of women's rights ensued. The state of New Jersey attempted a bold experiment: for a brief time, women
there voted on the same terms as men. Yet as Rosemarie Zagarri argues in Revolutionary Backlash, this opening for women
soon closed. By 1828, women's politicization was seen more as a liability than as a strength, contributing to a divisive
political climate that repeatedly brought the country to the brink of civil war. The increasing sophistication of party
organizations and triumph of universal suffrage for white males marginalized those who could not vote, especially women.
Yet all was not lost. Women had already begun to participate in charitable movements, benevolent societies, and social
reform organizations. Through these organizations, women found another way to practice politics.

Teaching the Causes of the American Civil War, 1850-1861
This scarce antiquarian book is a selection from Kessinger Publishing's Legacy Reprint Series. Due to its age, it may contain
imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages. Because we believe this work is culturally important,
we have made it available as part of our commitment to protecting, preserving, and promoting the world's literature.
Kessinger Publishing is the place to find hundreds of thousands of rare and hard-to-find books with something of interest for
everyone!

Appeal to Arms a Military History of the American Revolution
An important and timely study of environmental degradation in Central and South America

The Causes of the American Revolution
This book tells you where beach sand comes from, how waves are formed and how they break and move sand down the
coast, how ?works of man? have blocked this movement and caused beach erosion, and what can be done to save the
beaches for future generations of Americans. A three-part prescription for healthy beaches is proposed: ?backing off?,
?bypassing sand?, and ?beach nourishment?. So if you love waves and beaches, and care about the future of your favorite
beach spot, then read this book while you enjoy the beach.
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Red and Blue Nation?
In the years immediately preceding the War of 1812, England was dominated by a faction that pledged itself not only to
defeat Napoleon but also to maintain British commercial supremacy. The two main points of contention between England
and America—impressment and the restrictions imposed by the Orders in Council—were direct results of these
commitments. America finally had no alternative but to oppose with force British maritime policy. In addition to tracing the
gradual drift to war in America, Professor Horsman shows that the Indian problem and American expansionist designs
against Canada played small part in bringing about the struggle. He examines the efforts made by America to avoid conflict
through means of economic coercion, efforts the failure of which confronted the nation with two alternatives: war or
submission to England. This volume offers the first analysis of the causes of the war from both the British and American
points of view, showing clearly that, contrary to the popular misconception, the war’s basic causes are to be found not in
America but in Europe.

The American Revolution for Kids
Most economies advance by simultaneously decreasing costs and increasing quality. Unfortunately, when it comes to higher
education, this has been turned on its head. Costs keep rising while quality declines. How has this happened? What can be
done? This exceptional volume looks at the issues facing higher education from the perspective of both economics and
history. Each chapter explores how the lessons learned from market competition in other sectors of the economy can be
applied to higher education in order to bring about innovation, improved quality, and lower costs. The opening section
offers a history of for-profit education before the Morrill Act—the federal legislation that funded land-grant universities;
reviews the Act’s impact; and concludes with an exploration of federal student aid and how it prevents new funding options
from entering the market. Section two examines higher education as it stands today—what is driving up college prices;
tenure; administrative bloat; and university governance. And, the concluding third section shows how robust competition in
higher education can be energized, and takes a deep look at for-profit vs. non-profit institutions. Unprofitable Schooling
provides a sober and informative assessment of the state of higher education, critically covering historical assumptions,
increasing government involvement, reflexive aversion to profit, and other, maybe unexpected, conclusions.

Middle Class Meltdown in America
This timely book provides a thought-provoking discussion of issues that influence voter registration and turnout in
contemporary America. • Provides readers with the historical context of registration and voting in the United States • Offers
a broad overview of these issues today • Showcases the various ways federal and state governments have responded to
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low voter turnout • Helps readers make their own educated assessment of the concerns discussed

American Fear
When the Revolutionary War began, the odds of a united, continental effort to resist the British seemed nearly impossible.
Few on either side of the Atlantic expected thirteen colonies to stick together in a war against their cultural cousins. In this
pathbreaking book, Robert Parkinson argues that to unify the patriot side, political and communications leaders linked
British tyranny to colonial prejudices, stereotypes, and fears about insurrectionary slaves and violent Indians. Manipulating
newspaper networks, Washington, Jefferson, Adams, Franklin, and their fellow agitators broadcast stories of British agents
inciting African Americans and Indians to take up arms against the American rebellion. Using rhetoric like "domestic
insurrectionists" and "merciless savages," the founding fathers rallied the people around a common enemy and made racial
prejudice a cornerstone of the new Republic. In a fresh reading of the founding moment, Parkinson demonstrates the dual
projection of the "common cause." Patriots through both an ideological appeal to popular rights and a wartime movement
against a host of British-recruited slaves and Indians forged a racialized, exclusionary model of American citizenship.

Significant Battles of the American Revolution
Truth Decay
Discover what caused the American Revolution in this stimulating nonfiction book. With its easy to read text and vivid
images, readers are sure to be engaged as they learn about problems colonists faced, including the Stamp Act, the
Townshend Act, and Intolerable Acts. The fascinating facts and intriguing sidebars further explore the reasoning behind
such documents as the First Continental Congress, Declaration of Rights and Grievances, Thomas Paine's Common Sense,
and the Declaration of Independence. To aid in better understanding of the content and vocabulary, a useful table of
contents and glossary are provided.

Causes and Effects in American History
Independence from Great Britain was not the plan of Americans in April of 1775. But the relationship between Great Britain
and its colonies had become strained over a series of events: the French and Indian War, the Stamp Act, the Intolerable
Acts, the Boston Massacre, and the Boston Tea Party. It seemed war was the only way to solve their differences. Virginian
Patrick Henry's declaration summed up the feelings of many Americans: "I know not what course others may take, but as
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for me, give me liberty or give me death." Having fended for themselves for nearly two generations, many citizens in
America's 13 colonies resented having to pay taxes to Great Britain-a country far away across the ocean. Protest against
the British government grew into rebellion; rebellion quickly turned into war. Understanding the American Revolution
describes the events that led up to the fight for an independent United States of America, the battles between British and
Patriot forces, and what life was like during the conflict. Book jacket.

Communities in Action
The Rebellious Colonists and the Causes of the American Revolution
Scholars studying the causes and consequences of political representation, particularly in terms of gender and race, often
turn to a concept called descriptive representation. Descriptive representation tells us the degree to which elected officials
resemble their constituents, and whether such a resemblance has a bearing on the way they legislate. In other words, do
people vote for candidates of their same racial/ethnic background or gender? If they do, does this affect the type of policies
an elected official pursues? Further, if citizens see people who look like them in office, does it have an effect on their
political attitudes and participation? In this book, Christopher J. Clark argues that descriptive representation is a more multifaceted phenomenon than previously shown, particularly when observed at the state level. He contends that black political
involvement, political attitudes, and public opinion are contingent on more than being represented by a single black elected
official. Rather, they hinge on the proportion of African Americans making up a state legislature--what Clark terms "black
seat share"--as well as the degree to which that proportion reflects the demographic makeup of the state. As well, Clark
pinpoints the critical mass of African American legislators necessary to initiate the creation of black caucuses, an important
institution for minority representation. Clark bases his study on an examination of black representation in state legislatures
between 1966 and 2010, looking particularly at black political opinion and involvement in the development of welfare and
education policy.

The Causes of the American Revolution
In accessible prose for North American undergraduate students, this short text provides a sociological understanding of the
causes and consequences of growing middle class inequality, with an abundance of supporting, empirical data. The book
also addresses what we, as individuals and as a society, can do to put middle class Americans on a sounder footing.

Red and Blue Nation?
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The Causes of the American Revolution
The Social Causes of Environmental Destruction in Latin America
The American Civil War lasted from 1861 to 1865, killing nearly 700,000 Americans and costing the country untold millions
of dollars. The events of this tragic war are so steeped in the collective memory of the United States and so taken for
granted that it is sometimes difficult to take a step back and consider why such a tragic war occurred. To consider the
series of events that led to this war are difficult and painful for students and teachers in American history classrooms.
Classroom teachers must possess the appropriate pedagogical and historical resources to provide their students with an
appropriate and meaningful examination of this challenging time period. Teaching the Causes of the American Civil War,
1850-1861 will attempt to provide these resources and teaching strategies to allow for the thoughtful inquiry, evaluation
and assessment of this critical, complex and painful time period in American history.

The Causes of the American Civil War
The Causes of the American Civil War; Volume 2
Why Don't Americans Vote? Causes and Consequences
America's polarized politics are largely disconnected from mainstream public preferences. This disconnect poses
fundamental dangers for the representativeness and accountability of government, as well as the already withering public
trust in it. As the 2008 presidential race kicks into gear, the political climate certainly will not become less polarized. With
important issues to address—including immigration policy, health care, and the funding of the Iraq war—it is critical that
essential policies not be hostage to partisan political battles. Building upon the findings of the first volume of Red and Blue
Nation? (Brookings, 2006), which explored the extent of political polarization and its potential causes, this new volume
delves into the consequences of the gulf between "red states" and "blue states." The authors examine the impact of these
political divisions on voter behavior, Congressional law-making, judicial selection, and foreign policy formation. They shed
light on hotly debated institutional reform proposals—including changes to the electoral system and the congressional rules
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of engagement—and ultimately present research-supported policies and reforms for alleviating the underlying causes of
political polarization. While most discussion of polarization takes place in separate spheres of journalism and academia, Red
and Blue Nation? brings together a unique set of voices with a wide variety of perspectives to enrich our understanding of
the issue. Written in a broad, accessible style, it is a resource for anyone interested in the future of electoral politics in
America. Contributors include Marc Hetherington and John G. Geer (Vanderbilt University), Deborah Jordan Brooks
(Dartmouth College), Martin P. Wattenberg (University of California, Irvine), Barbara Sinclair and Joel D. Aberbach (UCLA),
Christopher H. Foreman (University of Maryland), Keith Krehbiel (Stanford University), Sarah A. Binder, Benjamin Wittes,
Jonathan Rauch, and William A. Galston (Brookings), Martin Shapiro (University of California–Berkeley), Peter Beinart
(Council on Foreign Relations), James Q. Wilson (Pepperdine University), John Ferejohn and Larry Diamond (Hoover
Institution), Laurel Harbridge (Stanford University), Andrea L. Campbell (MIT), and Eric M. Patashnik (University of Virginia).

American Navigation
Provides an overview of the early battles of the American Revolution, including Paul Revere's ride, the siege of Boston, and
the fight for New York.

Fear Itself
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Revolutionary Backlash
Common Sense
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An antidote to the culture of fear that dominates modern life From moral panics about immigration and gun control to
anxiety about terrorism and natural disasters, Americans live in a culture of fear. While fear is typically discussed in
emotional or poetic terms—as the opposite of courage, or as an obstacle to be overcome—it nevertheless has very real
consequences in everyday life. Persistent fear negatively effects individuals’ decision-making abilities and causes anxiety,
depression, and poor physical health. Further, fear harms communities and society by corroding social trust and civic
engagement. Yet politicians often effectively leverage fears to garner votes and companies routinely market unnecessary
products that promise protection from imagined or exaggerated harms. Drawing on five years of data from the Chapman
Survey of American Fears—which canvasses a random, national sample of adults about a broad range of fears—Fear Itself
offers new insights into what people are afraid of and how fear affects their lives. The authors also draw on participant
observation with Doomsday preppers and conspiracy theorists to provide fascinating narratives about subcultures of fear.
Fear Itself is a novel, wide-ranging study of the social consequences of fear, ultimately suggesting that there is good reason
to be afraid of fear itself.

The Causes of the American Revolution
Americans have become excessively fearful, and manipulation through fear has become a significant problem in American
society, with real impact on policy. By using data from 9/11, this book makes a distinctive contribution to the exploration of
recent fear, but also by developing a historical perspective, the book shows how and why distinctive American fears have
emerged over the past several decades.

A View of the Causes and Consequences of the American Revolution ; in Thirteen Discourses,
Preached in North America Between the Years 1763 and 1775 : with an Historical Preface
Explains the reasons behind the American Revolution, such as high taxes, wars with the Native Americans, and the desire
for political and religious freedom.

The Causes of the American Revolution
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
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entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

An American view of the causes which have led to the decline of the Society of Friends in
Great Britain and Ireland. [By Samuel M. Janney.]
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